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1. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let f be a regulated function on [a, b] (i.e., f is a uniform limit of step 
functions on [u, b]). We want to approximate fin the Chebyshev sense by 
linear combinations of functions which form an extended Chebyshev system 
of order three on [a, b] [2, Chapter I]. For a certain subclass of regulated 
functions we give a new characterization for best approximation and use 
this to prove a convergence result for Polya’s Algorithm. Our convergence 
result lends support to conjectures of Descloux [I] concerning piecewise 
analytic functions. The extension of our results to Chebyshev systems in 
general and to wider subclasses of regulated functions seems more difficult 
and is under investigation. Define 
ll.fll = sup{lfW; a < x < b:, 
.f+(x) = lii supf(u); f-(x) = F-& inff(u). 
If g is in F, the family of approximating functions, define 
Kk(x; g,f) =f*b) - g(x), 
e(g) = max(lI E+ II, Ii E- !I). 
A function g* in F is said to be a best Chebyshev approximation to f (nota- 
tion: g* E (b.a.)f) if e(g*) < e(g) for all g in F. As in [5] we say that X E (a, b) 
is a straddle point if for some g E F 
E+G; g,f) = -E-G; g,f) = e(g), (1) 
In addition X is a [-, +] point relative to g in F if 
(i) X is a straddle point, 
(ii) f-W = l$fb); f+(X) = $sf(x). 
LZ<8 .V>* 
It is a [+, -1 point if (i) holds and (ii) holds with f+ and f- unchanged. 
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Using this, the equioscillation concept is generalized as follows. We say 
that the error curves Z&(x; g, f) alternate n times on [a, 61 counting multiplic- 
ity if there exists a sequence of n -t- 1 points on [a, 61, or 3: x2 i: ... ,.; x,, ml 
such that no point occurs more than twice, and if xi = xi-r for some i 
then xi is a straddle point. As usual we require that at each point of the 
sequence the error equal e(g) in magnitude and that the sign of the error 
alternate at consecutive points of the sequence so that a straddle point is 
either a [-, +] or [t, - ] point depending on the sign pattern of the error 
and if a nonstraddle point xi is a + point (E+(xJ = e(g)) then x+r is a 
- point (E-(x,) = -e(g)). Such an approximation g is said to be an 
equioscillator. 
It is shown in [5] that if f has exactly one straddle point in (a, b) then it 
has one and only one equioscillator (althoughfmay have many best approxi- 
mations). In the sequel we prove the convergence of Polya’s Algorithm to 
the equioscillator for functions of this type. 
2. CHARACTERIZATION RESULTS 
The following lemma is a direct consequence of a result in Karlin and 
Studden [2, p. 241. 
LEMMA. If u0 ,..., u, ,form an extended Chebyshev system of order 3 then 
every nontrivial u-polynomial (u = Cy=,, aiui ; ai real not all zero) has, at 
most, n zeroes, where zeroes of multiplicity i are counted i times, i = 1, 2, and 
zeroes of multiplicity at least three are counted three times. 
This lemma is used to prove the following result which characterizes the 
equioscillator in terms of derivatives at the straddle point. We remark that 
this result is in the same spirit as results in Karlin and Studden [2, pp. 295- 
2981 in connection with generalized Markoff-Bernstein inequalities. 
THEOREM 1. Let f(x) be a regulated function on [a, b] with exactly one 
straddle point at c E (a, b). Assume that f has continuous one-sidedfirst deriva- 
tives in a neighborhood of c. Let u* be the equioscillator for f, where f is 
approximated by u-polynomials: U(X) = Cy=, a&x). Then if u,, ,..., U, form 
an extended Chebyshev system of order three, u* is characterized by the 
folIowing inequalities. If c is a [-, +] point, 
max[u*‘(c) -f+‘(c), u*‘(c) -f-‘(c)] 3 max[u’(c) -f+‘(c), U'(C) -f-'(c)] 2 0; 
(2) 
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Ifc is a [+, -1 point, 
max[jf+‘(c) - u*‘(c)&‘(c) - u*‘(c)] > max[f+‘(c) - u’(c),f-‘(c) - u’(c)] 3 0, 
(3) 
for all u E (b.a.)f . Furthermore, equality holds in (2) or (3) if and only if 
u E I./*. 
Proof. We prove only (2) since (3) follows similarly. The right hand 
inequality of (2) is clear geometrically from the derivative assumptions on f 
and the fact that u E (b.a.), . For the left side, assume that for some u the 
inequality is false. Then it follows that u’(c) > u*‘(c). Now from Theorem 1 
wehavethesetofpointsa~x,<x,<...<x,<c<x,+,<...<x,+,~b 
on which the error for U* equioscillates with magnitude e(u*). Since 
U, U* E (b.a.), and u(c) = u*(c), we conclude that u - U* has at least k + 1 
zeroes in [a, c] and at least n - k zeroes in [c, b]. This implies by the lemma 
that u = U* which contradicts U’(C) > u*‘(c). If x1 is c, the proof is the same. 
It remains to examine the case of equality on the left side of (2); that is, 
U’(C) := U*‘(C). Let d = u - u*. Then the only case we need consider is 
where d(c + E) < 0; d(c - E) > 0 for E small and positive. It follows that 
d”(c) = 0. Hence d has a triple zero at c. By counting the remaining zeroes 
as before we get d E 0 or u = u*. This concludes the proof. 
The following Corollary is needed below. 
COROLLARY 1. With the hypothesis of Theorem 1 we have the following 
inequalities: 
If c is a [-, +] point, 
u*‘(c) -f+‘(c) 3 u’(c) -f+‘(c) 3 0, 
u*‘(c) -,f-‘(c) 3 u’(c) -f-‘(c) 2 0. 
Zfcisa [+, -]point, 
.f+‘(c) - u*‘(c) Zf+‘(c) - u’(c) b 0, 
j-‘(c) - u*‘(c) >..f-‘(c) - u’(c) 2 0, 
(4) 
(5) 
with equality in (4) or (5) ifand only ifu = u*. 
Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 1 and its proof and the fact 
(implied by the theorem) that u*‘(c) > U’(C) with equality if and only if 
24 = u*. 
The following property of (b.a.)f is also needed and is of independent 
interest. 
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THEOREM 2. Let u be uny re1utir.e interior point qf‘(b.a.)i . Then the error 
curlie jbr u, u(x) - f(x) attains its extrema, =E*. only ut the straddle point c. 
(We say that u has no critical points other thorn c. where ~ u(c) - ,f’ (c) E”: 
/ u(c) -f-(c); = E*). 
To prove the theorem, we use the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let X be the compact set [a, b] -~ [c - 8, c -t- 61, where 
0 < 8 < min(c - a, b - c). Let cO = [f+(c) + f-(c)]/2 and de$ne 
S(c,) = a . g =I $ aig, ~ a . g(c) =-- co:. 
Then f has a unique b.a. from S(c,), where f is any regulatedfunction with no 
straddle points on X with respect to approximation by linear combinations 
ofg1 >...> gn . 
Proof. First assume c0 = 0. S(0) is a linear space of dimension II - 1 
and is a Chebyshev set on X, for if a . g has n -- 1 zeroes on X, it has n 
zeroes on [a, b]; hence a g = 0 since g, ,..., g, form a Chebyshev set on 
[a, b]. It follows by results in [5] that f has a unique b.a. from S(0). If c,, + 0, 
then S(c,) is an affine set of dimension n - 1 and can be written as 
S(c,,) = S(0) + a, g, where a, . g is a fixed approximant such that 
a,, . g(c) = co [2]. Definef(x) = f(x) - co . Then we have 
which is attained by a unique element of S(0). Hence a unique b.a. to f on X 
from the class S(c,) exists. 
Proof of Theorem 2. It follows by a short convexity argument that all 
relative interior elements of (b.a.), coincide at their critical points. Call these 
points c, x1 ,..., xk . Clearly k zz< II - 2. The proof will be completed by 
constructing a b.a. which has only c as a critical point. Assume for con- 
creteness that c is a [-, +] point. By Corollary 1 we can choose a relative 
interior point 2 = a” . g near U* such that u”‘(x) - f’(x) is positive in small 
one-sided neighborhoods of c. 
Now let B={a.glII a . g 11 < 2 11 f II> and let v = b . g E B. Then 11 v’ II 
is uniformly bounded and it follows that there exists X such that for any 
v E B: 
h’(c) + C’(c) -f+‘(c) > 0; 
h’(c) + C’(c) -f-‘(c) > 0. 
(6) 
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From (6) it follows that / u”(x) -f(x) + ho(x)1 attains the value E* in 
[c - IS, c + 61 only at the straddle point c, where 6 > 0 is chosen sufficiently 
small so that x1 ,..., xk $ [c - 6, c + S]. Let X = [a, b] - [c - 6, c + 61. 
By Lemma I, f has a unique b.a. on X from S(c,), call it u,, = b, * g. The 
uniqueness implies that u0 could not be a relative interior point of (b.a.)f, 
since all these points yield the same error norm on X. Now take 
b” 3 g == a” . g + OI(~, - 5) . g for 01 > 0 sufficiently small such that 01 < X 
and u(b, - C) E B. Hence in [c - 6, c + 61, If(x) - d * g(x)! attains E* 
only at c and in X we have 
I 6” . g(x) - f(x)l < (1 - 4 I 6 . g(x) - f(x>l + 01 I h, . g(x) - f(x)1 < E*. 
Hence we have a b.a. with no critical points other than c so that all relative 
interior points of (b.a.)f have critical points only at c. 
3. POLYA'S ALGORITHM 
The following two lemmas are used to prove the main theorem of this 
paper on the convergence of Polya’s Algorithm. 
LEMMA 2. Let B be a compact set in R n. If m+, m- are quantities such that 
(i) m+ < inf{E+‘(c, d) / d E B}, 
(ii) m- < inf{E-‘(c, d) / d E B}, 
there exists E > 0 such that for all d E B we have 
on [c, c + El, E+(x, d) > E+(c, 4 + m+(x - 4, (7) 
on [c - E, cl- E-(x, d) < E-(c, d) + m-(x - c). (8) 
Proof. We prove only (7), since (8) follows in the same way. Let 
or(d) == sup{x 1 x E [c, b] and E+‘(x-d) > m+>. By the continuity of E+(x, d), 
al(d) :> c. Now, a(d) is a lower semicontinuous function of d. For if ol(d,,) > /3, 
then on [c, /I], E+‘(x, d,) > mL. But E+‘(x, d) is a continuous function of x 
and d; hence if there exists x, E [c, p] and d, converging to d,, such that 
E+‘(x, , dn) < nl+, it follows that there is an x* E [c, /3] such that 
E+‘(x*, d,,) < m+. Hence {d E Rn / a(d) > /3) is an open set and al(d) is 
lower semicontinuous. Thus n(d) assumes a minimum greater than c on B. 
An application of the mean value theorem then gives (7). It is clear that the 
Lemma also holds with inf replaced by sup and the inequality signs reversed. 
LEMMA 3. DeJine f(S) = a(1 + ?Q2’ + b(1 - 8)p, where a > 0, b > 0. 
Then lim D,-tm in~,[-l,,,l,21f(S) = 2(abY. 
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Proof. Let c = b/a and consider F(6) = (1 -t S)” t ~(1 - 8))‘. We have 
F’(S) = p[(l + sy-1 - c(1 - a)“-11 and F”‘(S) = p(p - l)[(l f c?)@ i 
c(1 - a)~-~] > 0 for S E [- l/2, l/2]. A short calculation shows that the unique 
minimum ofF(6) in [-l/2, l/2] is at the point 6 = (crl(ppr) - l)/(l + c~~(~‘-~)) 
for p sufficiently large. Substituting this value for 6 into F(6) and letting 
t’ = cl/(p-l), we get that the minimum value is (221/(1 + ZI))~ + c(2/(1 - 0))“. 
Taking the limit as p -+ GO and using L’Hopital’s rule we get 2c1iz which 
gives the result for f(s) after multiplying by a. 
THEOREM 3. If pn ---f cf, then ij a,- . g -- a* . g Ij + 0, where a D, . g is 
the best L,% approximation to f and a+ ’ g is the equioscillator. 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we take E* = 1, for otherwise we 
may divide f by E*. (The case E* = 0 is trivial.) Assume the theorem is 
false. Then we may assume that {a,> (we drop the subscript for convenience) 
converges to a, # a*. By the Polya algorithm a, E (b.a.), . Near a* we may 
choose a relative interior point a of (b.a.)f which by Theorem 2 has the 
property that when x # c, j 5 . g(x) - f(x)1 < 1. 
Now by Lemma 2 it follows that there is a compact ball B, about a, such 
that for all d E B, 
E+(x, d) -=c R,(x - c) + E+(G 4, on [c, c + C] 
E-(x, d) > L,(x - c) + E-(c, d), on [c - E, c] 
where R, , L, are chosen to satisfy (i) and (ii) in Lemma 2 (with inf replaced 
by sup). Note that (7) and (8) hold for any smaller (positive) E and for any 
ball contained in B, . Set E+(c, d) = 1 + 6, ; E-(c, d) = -1 + 6, , where 
1 6, / = 0 if d E (b.a.), and otherwise / S, / is small (for balls B, close to a,). 
We have 
J’ b Id * g(x) - f(x)l” dx n
s 
C+f >, I d . g(x) - f(x)lp dx c--E 
> s ’ c--F (L,(x - c) + 1 + S,)* dx + jc+’ (1 - 6, - I&(x - c))~ dx c 
= -& [& (1 + sop+l + $ (1 - sop+1 - & (1 + 6, - I&)~+1 
- d (1 - 6, - R,,+‘+l]. 
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Now pick B, about a, such that / 1 + 6, - &,E / < q and 1 1 - 6, - R,,E 1 < r], 
where q < 1. We then have 
(p + l$ I d * g(x) -f(x)\” dx > & (1 + &)*+I + $ (1 - &Jp+1 - 2q+1. 
a 0 
Now using Lemma 3, given E’ > 0 and small T, there exists P(C), such that 
for p >, P(6) we have 
(p + 1) j" I de d-4 - f(x)l" dx > & - .g - y+l* c*> 
a 0 0 
Next we perform a similar calculation for points ol in a ball B about Z. 
We have again by use of Lemma 2 
E+(x, a> > iqx - c) + E+(c, a>, on k, c + ~1 
E-(x, a) < L(x - c) + E-(c, a>, on [c - E, c], 
where W, L satisfy (i) and (ii) in the lemma. Without loss of generality we 
may assume that the interval I = [c - E, c + E] coincides with the interval 
of the previous paragraph. We get after integration as before with 
E+(c, a> = 1 + 8; E-(c, si) = -1 + 8; 
(P + 1) j" 12 *g(x) -f(x)l"dx 
a 
- $ (1 - 8 - a,>ptl + jcr.al-I / ii . g(x) - fly dx 
< $ (1 + 8),‘-l + $ (1 - s)p+l + j [ a, bl-, I J . g(x) - fb>l” dx. 
Now let M(a) = max[,,blPI I a . g(x) - f(x)I. By choosing B small enough 
and using Theorem 2, we can find v* < 1 such that M(a) < 7* < 1, for 
all a E B. Hence 
(P + 1) jab Id * g(x) -fWP dx 
< + (1 + @pi-1 + + (1 - &+1 + (b - a)(?j*)“. 
640/10/1-4 
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Using Lemma 3 and continuity, it follows that there exists 8 and P(.E”) such 
that for all p > P(C) we have 
Hence by associating 8 with an element of B, it follows that for p 3 P(,“) 
there exists 5, E i? such that 
(p-r l)~Ia;g--f;l” : -2 2.. ~ -+ en + (b - a)(y*p. 
(LR)l12 c**> 
To finish the proof we compare (*) with (**) using the fact from Corollary 1 
that LR > L,R, . Specifically, choose E’, E” 
-- 
such that 2/(LR)‘l” + E” < 
2/(LoRo)1~Z - E’ and choose p 3 max[p(+ p(&‘)] such that 
l n + (b - a)(?)*)~’ + E’ + 27p+1 < 2 
2 
(LoRo)l/2 - - (LR)lj2 . 
This means we have found an 5, forp in this range such that // 5, . g - fil, < 
]I a, . g - fil, which is a contradiction by uniqueness of best L, approxima- 
tion. This proves the theorem. 
Finally we remark that iff has no straddle points the best approximation 
is unique [5], and hence Polya’s Algorithm converges to the equioscillator. 
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